S.P.E.A.R. SYSTEM™
LAW ENFORCEMENT APPLICATIONS

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

Individuals can support or augment personal skills by attending any of the courses listed on our training calendar. Please visit our website www.blauetactical.com for a detailed description of each course or to register for any open training courses.

TEAM & SMALL UNIT TRAINING

S.P.E.A.R. System: Close Quarters & Operator Applications
Ideal for small units & teams that cross-train or work closely together. Courses can be customized to support OPTEMPO or training requirements.
* HIGH GEAR may be required to support advanced scenario training like SWAT, SRT, CERT, etc.
** POIs are customized to support your area of operation

ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL TRAINING

S.P.E.A.R. System Agency Integration Program
This is a full integration program which includes research & design, implementation, sustainment program, Subject Matter Expert (SME) creation.

Course Program of Instruction (POI) Includes:
- Orientation
- Optimizing the ‘HUMAN WEAPON SYSTEM’ (Research on Physiological & Kinesiological Systems)
- Confrontation Psychology, Introduction to Startle-Flinch
- Research & its Affect on Complex Motor Skills
- S.P.E.A.R. Essentials Skills & Fundamentals
- Close Quarters Applications
- Critical Scenario Analysis & Programming
- HIGH GEAR Scenario Instructor SME Course
- Operator Applications
- SME Selection & Creation

* HIGH GEAR is required to support this training
** This is a sample POI and will be tailored to suit your needs

Specialty Scenario Courses
We have developed very specialized scenario-based programs to support:
- Speciality Teams and Gang Units
- Multiple Assailant Defense
- Confined Space Combatives (fighting while in a vehicle, helicopter, airplane, bus, etc.)

Tactical PT & Combat Calisthenics™
Our program, Combat Calisthenics, is a researched training method that helps evolve athletes into warrior athletes. During Tactical PT we condition the warrior to work through rigorous & relevant combative problems they will likely encounter during law enforcement operations or hand-to-hand conflicts.